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Justice Sub-Committee on Policing 
 

Police Scotland’s firearms licensing process 
 

Written submission from Unison Police Staff Scotland Branch 
 
UNISON Police Staff Scotland (UPSS) is the largest trade union for Police Staff in 
Scotland. We welcome the opportunity to contribute to the committee’s scrutiny of 
the Police Scotland Firearms Licensing process. 
 
When the proposed Firearms Licensing structure and business case was presented 
to UPSS on the 9th December 2014, we robustly challenged the proposal and 
expressed concerns about the viability of the restructure and what it would mean for 
police staff in terms of redundancies through de-civilianisation and the wider public in 
respect of delivering an effective and efficient service across the whole of Scotland..  
 
The project was driven by the pursuit of savings to the detriment of Police Staff and 
supported targets which were simply unrealistic in their expectations and 
overambitious in their goals 
 
UPSS supported members working within the structure who were going to be made 
redundant under the remodelling and backed the counter proposals they submitted 
which challenged the business case.   
 
In the intervening period between consultation closing and papers being submitted to 
the SPA Full Board for approval on the 27th August 2015, UPSS was advised by our 
members of developments which appeared to contradict the business case and the 
validity of what had previously been approved.  
 
Primarily that posts vacated by Police Staff would be filled by Police Officers on a 
permanent basis. We made the project lead aware of our concerns and again 
challenged the legitimacy of what had been presented to Trade Unions. We were 
advised our view on the situation was incorrect and misleading.  
 
Prior to the Full Board Meeting on the 27th August 2015, board members were 
emailed by a member of UPSS Branch outlining the concerns of the Branch and that 
the approved business case didn’t reflect how the Firearms Licensing structure 
would function in reality.  
 
Whilst it is possible that the controversial events surrounding the resignation of Chief 
Constable Stephen House may have preoccupied Board Members that day, there 
was no concern raised by Board Members about the Firearms Licensing structure 
and it was rubber-stamped for implementation. 
 
Following that Board Meeting UPSS received further information which appeared to 
entirely support and evidence our position. Police Staff members affected by the 
proposal raised complaints.   
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UPSS has been frustrated by the level of scrutiny and governance of the project from 
the SPA pre and post implementation but the level of misinformation which had been 
presented to committees and the Board did not help their deliberations. 
 
The fixation was on delivering quick recurring savings achieved from freeing up 
Police Staff salaries. 
 
As a consequence we can only point to various sections of the HMICS report, which 
almost entirely reflects our understanding and supports our views: 
 
“The way in which firearms licensing enquiries are currently being delivered across 
Scotland suggests to us that the original proposal was inadequately evidenced and 
insufficiently consulted upon within Police Scotland and externally.” 
 
 Firearms Licensing processes as they currently stand are not entirely effective and 
certainly not efficient. 
 
In centralising the administrative function and attempting to roll out a single operating 
structure, there has been little cognisance as to whether this was the best operating 
model to employ right across Scotland or whether all Local Policing Divisions were 
actually equipped to deliver it. 
 
In some areas experienced and highly knowledgeable Police Staff Firearms Enquiry 
Officers have been made redundant and replaced by Police Officers carrying out the 
same role on a permanent full-time basis which is both de-civilianisation and 
backfilling.  
 
Where a flexible deployment model has been employed far more officers than 
initially proposed have been trained leading to increased costs and greater 
inconsistency for service users who believe continuity, consistency, knowledge and 
experience in staff are vital in delivering the service they require. 
 
UPSS believes there is simply no good reason why the function of Firearms Enquiry 
Officers should not be performed by Police Staff again and expanded to include new 
local policing areas, as it was so successfully performed in some parts of country in 
the past. 
 
UPSS believes it is vitally important that the HMICS recommendations are 
implemented in full and lessons are learned from our experiences of this project. 
 
Unison Police Staff Scotland Branch 
24 May 2018 
 


